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Abstract  
 Many complex systems can be described as networks to comprehend both the structure and the 

function. Community structure is one of the most important properties of complex networks. Detecting 
overlapping communities in networks have been more attention in recent years, but the most of 
approaches to this problem have been applied to the undirected networks. This paper presents a novel 
approach based on link partition to detect overlapping communities structure in directed networks. In 
contrast to previous researches focused on grouping nodes, our algorithm defines communities as groups 
of directed links rather than nodes with the purpose of nodes naturally belong to more than one 
community. This approach can identify a suitable number of overlapping communities without any prior 
knowledge about the community in directed networks. We evaluate our algorithm on a simple artificial 
network and several real-networks. Experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm proposed is 
efficient for detecting overlapping communities in directed networks. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently many complex systems in nature and society have been represented as 
networks to understand structure, dynamic, robust, and evolution [1-3]. Community structure is 
one of the most important features of many complex networks [1, 4, 5]. The detection and 
analysis of community structures have been attracted much attention in many applications [6-
11], because communities reveal topological relationships between system elements and 
represent function [12, 13]. 

So far, there are mainly two kinds of clustering algorithms have been proposed to detect 
communities in complex networks, one is optimization algorithm, and the other is the 
hierarchical clustering method. One approaches of the first scheme are based on a measure 
named betweenness. It calculates one of several measures [14, 15] of the flow of traffic across 
the links of a network and then removes those links with the most traffic from the network. Two 
other related approaches are the use of fluid-flow and current-flow analogies [16] to identify links 
for removal. A different class of optimization methods is whose based on information-theoretic 
ideas, such as the minimum description length methods of Rosvall and Bergstrom [17]. The 
basic idea is to define a quantity that is high for `good' divisions of a network and low for `bad' 
ones, and then to search through possible divisions for the one with the highest score. Various 
different measures for assigning scores have been proposed, such as the likelihood-based 
measures [18] and others [19], but the most widely used approach is the modularity [20]. The 
hierarchical clustering algorithms include agglomerative and divisive methods to find community 
structure in networks. They first compute the strength of link between each pair nodes based on 
different methods, such as link betweenness [21], link clustering coefficient [22], information 
centrality [23], similarity based on random walks [24], clustering centrality [25], and so on. Then, 
merging the two nodes with the highest strength of link repeatedly (agglomerative method), or 
removing the link with the lowest strength repeatedly (divisive methods), the partition results of 
the networks are obtained.  

Nearly all of these methods are based on the properties of nodes and assumed each 
node belongs to only one community. Yong-Yeol Ahn et al [26] and T. S. Evans et al [27] 
reinvent communities as groups of links in undirected networks and show that the quality of a 
link partition can be evaluated by the modularity of its corresponding line graph. However, many 
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of the networks that we would like to study are directed, and a node may belong to several 
communities, including the World Wide Web, food webs, many biological networks, and even 
some social networks. The commonest approach to detecting communities in directed networks 
has been simply to ignore the link directions and apply algorithms designed for undirected 
networks [28]. It is clear that we are throwing away a good deal of information about our 
network’s structure information that could allow us to make a more accurate determination of 
the communities if discarding the directions of links.  

In this paper, a new algorithm based on links similarity rather than the node's property is 
proposed to detect the overlapping communities structures in directed networks. On the basis of 
links similarity of a directed network, we transformed an unweighted directed network into a 
weighted undirected network, whose nodes are the links of the original network and the weight 
of links is the links similarity of the original network. Then, we used hierarchical clustering with 
the shortest path between nodes in the transformed network to identify community structure. In 
order to measure the strength of the community structure and obtain the most relevant 
communities, a popular algorithm Newman-Girvan modularity Q [29] was used. 

We compared the performance of our algorithm with three successful methods: clique 
percolation [30], link partition [27], and modularity spectral optimization [31] with a simple 
artificial network and three real-world networks including Gene network, Email network and 
Amazon.com network. Clique percolation is the most prominent overlapping communities 
identifying algorithm in undirected networks, link partition is the first detecting overlapping 
communities algorithm based on link property and modularity maximization can be generalized 
in a principled fashion to incorporate information contained in link directions. To measure the 
effectiveness of the community detecting algorithm, the extending modularity Qov [32] had been 
used on real-world networks. 

 
 

2. Research Method 
2.1. Community 

A community, also called cluster or module, consists of nodes and links between these 
nodes. Although no common definition has been agreed upon, it is widely accepted that a 
community should have more internal than external connections [15, 33]. The nodes in the 
same community often have common properties and densely interconnected compared to the 
rest of the network. It is noted that two communities may overlap each other while a node can 
connect with different communities simultaneously [1]. In Figure 1, an example of a directed 
network with communities is shown. There are three communities in this network, denoted by 
circle, square, pentagon and triangle, respectively. Node of pentagon is a common node since it 
should belong to the circle community as well as the triangle community. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Example network showing community structure, the nodes of this network are divided 
into three groups; node pentagon is the common node of both the circle and triangle 

communities 
 

 
2.2. The Shortest Path 

Let u, v be two nodes in a network G. Then a sequence of nodes from u to v is a path 
from u to v. The geodesic distance, d(u,v), from u to v is the length of the shortest path from u to 
v in G. If on such path exists, then we set d(u,v)=∞ and the shortest path from u to u is 0 [34]. 
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2.3. Modularity 
In order to quantify the community structure of a network, Newman and Girvan [20] 

proposed the modularity Q as a measure of a network partition: 
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Where eii is the fraction of links belonging to community i in the total weights of all links 

and ai is the fraction of links connecting community i with other communities. 
 
2.4. Link Similarity 

The link similarity is a measure of closeness between a pair of links. It is clear that in 
the same community of network the node-node connections are more densely and the shortest 
paths between pairs of nodes are shorter than in different communities. In accordance with the 
this principles, the similarity between links eil and ejk is: 
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Where S(eik,ejk) means link similarity value, D(eil,ejk) is the shortest paths between links eil and 
ejk. As shown in Figure 2, there are eight shortest paths among four nodes, represented by dlk, 
dik, dlj, dij, dkl, djl, dki, dji respectively. D(eil,ejk)=min(dlk, dik, dlj, dij, dkl, djl, dki, dji)+1, if eil and ejk 
have a common node, D(eil,ejk)=1. 
 

 
Figure 2. The Shortest Paths between Nodes of a Pair of Links 

 
 

W(eik,ejk) is the compactness between links eil and ejk. After found the shortest path nodes, there 
are four similarity measures shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Four cases of the link compactness measure W(eik,ejk) between link eik and ejk 

 
 

The compactness between links in Figure 3 is: 
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Where n+(i) is the neighbors of a node i which directing it, n-(i) is the neighbors of a node i which 
it directing. 
 
2.5. Algorithm 

Our algorithm comprises the following phases: 
a) Calculate the link similarities S(eik,ejk) for link eik and ejk and transform original 

network into a new weighted undirected network, whose nodes are the links of the original 
network and the weight of links is links similarity of the original network. 

b) Calculate the shortest path between each pair of nodes in the transformed network. 
According to the shortest path, hierarchical clustering algorithm [35] is used to find community 
structures. 

c) Using modularity on the transformed network to find meaningful communities rather 
than just the hierarchical organization pattern of communities. 
 
 
3. Results and Analysis 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method a simple artificial network and 
three real-networks containing Gene network, Email network and Amazon.com network are 
used to be the test networks. 
 
3.1. Simple Artificial Network 

To make our method clear to readers, we show a small-scale example directed network 
consisted of five nodes and six links, as shown in Figure 4A. There are two communities, 
sharing the No. 5 node, in this network. According to Equation (2), the similarities of the links in 
Figure 4A are computed and transform to a new weighted undirected network composed of six 
nodes and ten links as shown in Figure 4B. Using hierarchical clustering algorithm on the 
network shown in Figure 4B with the shortest path, the results presented in Figure 1C illustrates 
two overlapping communities, one contain No. 1, 2 and 5 nodes and the other contain No. 3, 4 
and 5 nodes, detected by our method. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Detecting Community Structure in the Example Network using the Proposed Method 
(A) original network (B) transformed network (C) hierarchical clustering result. 

 
 

3.1. Application to Real-network 
We have run the clique percolation algorithm, link partition algorithm, modularity 

spectral optimization link algorithm and our algorithm on three real-world networks. In order to 
evaluate algorithm quality we must be assessed in a different way. The most common method is 
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modularity, which measures the relative number of intercommunity and intracommunity links. A 
high modularity indicates that there are more intracommunity links than would be expected by 
chance. However the modularity measure, Q, is defined only for non-intersect communities. 
Nicosia et al. [32] proposed proposed a new modularity measure, Qov, which is defined for 
directed networks with overlapping communities structures. In a network including n nodes and 
m links, ki and kj is the the number of links of i and j, respectively. Modularity, Qov, was defined 
as: 
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Where rijc and sijc are the portion of the contribution to modularity given by community c because 
of link l(i, j) and Aij are the terms of the adjacency matrix. Qov=0 when all vertices belong to one 
community, and higher values of Qov indicate stronger community structure. We use modularity, 
Qov, here to evaluate some well-known algorithms and our algorithm on real-world networks. 
Figure 5 shows the modularity, Qov, of the networks listed in Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. Properties of Real-networks 
Network name Nodes Links Degree Shortest path length Clustering coefficient 

Gene network 1860 4150 4.796 2.715 0.313 
Email network 1133 5451 19.245 3.606 0.297 

Amazon.com network 409687 2464630 12.03 3.865 0.171 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Qov of each Real-network Calculated by Four Community Detecting Algorithm 
 O:Our algorithm; C:Clique percolation algorithm; L:Link partition algorithm; M:Modularity 

spectral optimization algorithm. 
 
 

The gene transcriptional regulatory network (TRN) of Escherichia coli is one of the most 
elaborate reconstructions currently available. In order to evaluate our method, we use the 
method presented in article [36] to build the TRN of E. coli that were organized in RegulonDB 
[37]. Removing duplicate interactions, the resulting TRN involving 1680 nodes and 4150 
interactions, with 186 TFs (regulatory genes) controlling the expression of 1499 genes, some 
main parameters are listed in Table 1. A TRN model represents the molecular regulation 
process by which genes regulate transcription of other genes. A gene X directly regulates a 
gene Y, if protein that is encoded by X is a transcriptional factor for Y. 

The email communication network [38] covers all the email communications within a 
data set of around half a million emails. The nodes of the network are email addresses, and 
there is a link between two nodes if at least one email exists between them. Lastly, this network 
consists of 1133 nodes and 5451 links. 
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The Amazon.com network [39] is a purchasing network from the online vendor 
Amazon.com, collected in August 2003. Amazon sells a variety of products, particularly books 
and music, and as part of their web sales operation they list for each item A the ten other items 
most frequently purchased by buyers of A. This information can be represented as a directed 
network in which vertices represent items and there is a link from item A to another item B if B 
was frequently purchased by buyers of A. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a new algorithm for detecting overlapping communities in 
directed networks based on the link similarity, which incorporate communities overlap and link 
direction. A new measure of link similarity has been introduced. Using link similarity values, we 
have transformed an unweighted directed network into a new weighted undirected network and 
detected communities using hierarchical clustering method on the transformed network. The 
algorithm has been applied to server real-network compared with several popular community 
structure identify algorithms. The results show that it is rather efficient to discover the function 
community structure of directed networks. However its full potential remains unexplored. Our 
work has primarily focused on the highly overlapping communities structure of complex 
networks, but the hierarchy that organizes these overlapping communities holds great promise 
for further study. 
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